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Abstract

The unambiguity with which some nuclear reactions may be

identified often permits their use as highly sensitive and selective

analytical tools for the determination of trace element concentra-

ti_as in complex materials. In this report examples are given of

the use of charged particle -induced nuclear reactions in attacking

particular problems in astrophysics and planetary science. These

problems include the determination of elemental abundances of boron

and fluorine in carbonaceous chondritic meteorites,, the identifica-

tion of products of lunar tnllcanism., and the study of solar wind-

implanted atoms in lunar materials. This technique will be seen to

be an important supplement to other methods of elemental and isotopic

analysis — especially for cases involving light elements at very low

concentrations and where high resolution depth distribution informa-

tion is needed in non-destructive analyses.
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1.	 Introduction

It sums particularly appropriate that thin paper be presented now,

because it is almost exactly ten years ago that we began to employ nuclear

reactions in the analysis of extraterrestrial materials. It is, of course,

no accident that our initiation of these researches coincided with the

successful return of simples from the moon by the Apollo 11 mission. In

this paper I shall rev'_ew our .low progress during this decade to solve a

few planetary problems for which these techniques proved to be especially

applicable. These examples have been selected because they show how ion-

beam analysis can be !lsed by itself as an analytical technique on the original

samples. However. one is not limited to just such cases, and usually a

combination of several analytical methods will be required for the solution

of the problem at hand.

Much of the material reviewed here has previously been published;

however, since it has appeared in the journals of a number of scientific

fields, this summary may provide a useful introduction for anyone who wishes

to apply our ideas elsewhere.

?.	 Meteorites

For those who are interested in stellar phenomena, the abundances of

the chemical elements and their isotopes provide many clues about the environ-

ments in which they were created. Knowledge of relative universal abundances

of Lhe clenents comes mainly from two sources: spectroscopic analyses of the

atomic transition lines from stars and chemical analyses of samples from

carbonaceous chondritic meteorites. For the most part, terrestrial samples

have been so fractionated chemically by aeons of geological processing that
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they are of limited value in determining universal abundances. The

Garbonaceous chondrites are thought to be condensates from the evolving

War nebula that have undergone little subsequent modification; .hus, they

are expected to be an accurate representation of the abundances of the non-

volatile elements at the time of solar system formation. These meteorites

resemble the solid material expected when a gas cloud of solar composition

cools to temperatures of -- 300 0  it low pressures (10 -4 to 10 -( ' atmo-

spheres) 1 ). Elemtents that are gases at these temperatures (C. N, 0, noble

gases, and perhaps chlorine) are depleted in these meteorites relative to

the sun, whereas there is usually good agreement between solar photospheric

abundances of nongaseous elements and the corresponding meteoritic abun-

dances 2 # ='). Case:i in which particular elements are enriched in meteorites

provide important clues about solar structure. For example, the 200-fold

enrichment of Li is generally regarded as indicating thermonuclear destruc-

tion of solar Li, either in an early convective period of solar evolution or

by burning at the base of the surface convection zone during the main sequence

lifetime of the sun4o).

2.1. WRON IN CA"ONACEOUS C1i0NDRITES

There are three elements that lie far below the abundance curve

established by the other elements — Li, Be, and B. Because these elements

have low Coulomb barriers and very large (p,a) cross sections, they are easily

destroyed in the central regions of stars. Thus, we think that these elements

must have been created in non-stellar astrophysical processes: 7 L was pro-

duced mainly in the Big Bang; and the others ( BL1, OBe, and 10,11B) were made

by proton and alpha-particle spallation reactions from cosmic rays striking

l	 material in the interstellar medium.

The abundances of Li and Be are reasonably well known, but B analyses
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were cotlstdered suspect becauve of the large dimagreement between the molar

atttt teteoritic abtttldanera.	 ('lilts /Ib1111tINnCtsN of tits obt attted from theme t wo

sources agree, making it unlikely that It i4 t•llrn sid tit Ili, , Nun it Ile to nat.)

Monvurentetlt4 of bortni in the solllr photomphere n ' 7 ), the interstellar medium")r

and Vega") give values of B/11 ^ 10 -ltl , while Cameron of al. lo) httve calcu-

lated a meteoritic valor of N/H	 1.'	 lt- ti hrtsed on lilt' carbonaceous

chondrite analyst's by Qui land-Rico lout WNnke ll ). As rmphasiset' b y Camvi-on

at al• lu), a R/I It value of 10-ti is touch too hiKh to hr t.• taultatible with the

otherwise attractive theories of galactic cosmic-rav nucleosynthesis of IJ,

tit-, alld B l `' r 19).	 11n+4, it beclunr der+ir,thle for u4 to c hec k the It meteoritic

abundance with a different experimental technitlue.

Our i t it analyses Nerve Its till rxllnlple of how it wtA l-known rtut tear reaction

can be used in it new context. 11rr 11 B(d,p) `B reatctIotl wits an obvious choice

41nce it It as it large cross 4ection (, l t . ! , basil) an.l ,ill easily distinguitvhed

n
final product, "B (:10 msee half life►, Ill MIN beta end point vttergy)14).

Nevertheless, the tact that the 1; uatst be t1.'tected tat this presence of a

million times more other material in the sample keeps it trim b: ttig a trtvial

exercise.	 I'he dettsctton apparatus is quite simple: a plantis setntillator,

Its associated electronics, anti stnue single channt1 t ► n.tivzers and scaly+:+.

Figure 1 shows the botobardnient and counting 4etlurnce, as well Its an example

of the raw and subtracted data l '). The meteoritic sample is trratliated ill

pul4va 30 1114eC long with '.tt MIN deuterons from the 0NR -C1T tandt-tit accelerator.

During this T,-tnsee period bctwe y n pul4tss, there is a short deltiv after which

there are four 15-ntsec ooutlting periods for ti. , elastic setntillator, whit-h

i4 located directl y behind the activitted stunple.	 In order to diseriminaty

against lower energv betas :utd glunna ra ys frtnn other activities, only t' , %bits

above G MvV are arlalvzed. Thv i l it conrvntrat loll can be calculated trom thy
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counts in the four counting periods, after correcting for the decay of the

)ackground (due mainly to if N and 8Li). We have a signal to noise of only

— 1j 20 for 1 ppm (Wt) boron - most of the background com'.ng from the highesta

energy branch of the 16  produced in the reaction	 80(d,Oc) .6N.
•

This reaction

has a small cross section, but since meteoritic material is about 50 1 oxygen,

the 16N contribution becomes serious. Fortunately, ti:e 16N lifetime (7.2 sec)

is so different from that of 1231 that we can separate the two decay contribu-

tions, but a large number of counting cycles (— 5 X 104 ) are required to give

a 15% standard deviation on samples containing 1 ppm boron. Absolute con-

centrations were obtained using reference samples of the National Bureau of

Standards glass SKM 610, for which B has been determined by isotopic dilution.

It was important to establish that the data were not seriously affected

by contamination. We knew that a source of contamination was present because

when we re-analyzed a given sample (meteorite or control) after prolonged

exposure to the atmosphere, the measured boron concentration had increased;

sometimes by as much as a factor of 2-3. Even precautions in the storage of

the samples between irradiations often failed to prevent this increase.

Consequently, all reported results are based on the first analyses of freshly

prepared samples. The source of the contamination is not certain; however,

it is clearly airborne and limits on the size of the contaminating particles

have been set using nuclear track counting for the reaction 10B(n,a)7Li

(ref. 11 )). These data indicated an upper limit of 5 10 5 atoms of boron

per contaminant particle. The most likely form of such small contaminant

particles is aerosol droplets, e.g., sub-micron }LBO, solutiuns, presumablyJ	 .)
originating from sea spray. An observed correlation between High boron

results for control (as well as meteorite) samples and certain local weather

patterns suggests a second possible source of contamination. Extensive
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borate deposit s are located in the nearby deserts, and it is likely t

dust particles from these deposits are blown into our area by the occ

strong winds from that direction.

A number of tests performed indicated that negligible boron contamination

was acquired during the normal exposure and storage of freshly prepared

samples prior to analysis. They also show that meteorite samples did not

acquire boron contamination more rapidly than the control samples. However,

these results did not preclude the possibility that "instantaneous" cont:mmina-

Lion occurred when the meteorite surface was first exposed to the atmosphere.

To investigate this possibility, several slices from the Murchison meteorite

were analyzed. Following the initial analyses, fresh surfaces were scraped

on the samples without breaking the vacuum, and the samples were then re-

analyzed. This procedure was repeated several times, yielding the results

shown in fig. 2.	 Although one sample (03) was seriously contaminated

initially, the boron concentrations found after several scrapings were well

within the normal range of concentrations found for this meteorite. Our

results for six meteorites are shown in fig. 3.

The final coltunn in table 1 gives gives the relative atomic 11/11 ratio

calculated in the standard way, using Si as an intermediate normalization:

(B/11) - (B/Si)met (Si/H)sun' where we have used Si contents for individual

meteorites or average Si contents for the various meteorite subgroups. The

value of (Si/H)
sun - 4 . 5 x 10-5 that we used was taken from ref. 3. Our

results clearly indicate a B/H ratio of 2 t 1 x 10-0, which is in disagreement

with the values of 10 -8 proposed in ref. 10 and the 10-10 upper limit for the

solar photosphere obtained in ref. F. (The uncertainty indicated for our re-

suit arises because of the variation in B/Si for the various meteorites; the

precision for an individual meteorite is much better.) our result is, however,

in reasonable agreement with the recent solar value of Kohl et al. or

4 2 x 10-10  (ref. ^)). (it is worthy of note that the high B concentrations
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obtained in ref. 11 ma y have been due to the location of tht- laborator y in

the neighborhood of a glass factory that produces high boron Klass17).;

2.2. FLUORINE IN CAKBONACEOUS CHONDRITES

As discussed in the preceding section, carbonaceous chondritic meteor-

ites are believed to closely resemble the average Polar system element

concentration. Previous work has given a large range of fluorine concentra-

`ions in meteorites 10-20 ) and a]I values were high when ccxnpared to solar or

cosmic ray abune ance data (see, for example. Teegarden et al.`1).

F.
Thus, it was important to repeat the fluorine analyses with n different

F	 technique; in this case, the 19F(p,cry) 160 reaction at the resonance at

E  = 872 keV was a logical choice because of its large cross section and

^Adaquate depth resolution`'). The high yield made it poss'ble to detect

fluorine untunbiguously at low concentrations; knowledge of the distribution

of fluorine versus depth allowed =Y surface contamination present to be

separated from the bulk fluorine concentration. with reasonable care, we

were able to eliminate contamination in the sample preparation and handling,

and all samples showed a flat distribution of fluorine with depth and no

surface peaks2l).

One must remember that meteorites are not homogeneous in their struc-

ture or composition; thus, care must be taken to insure that local differences

in concentration are averaged out. Two types of sample were used: chipped

or sawed solid slices; and crushed and homogenized (< 75 tun grain size)

samples that were pressed into pellets. The results of these measurements

are given in table 2. The interconsistency of the Murchison solid slices

is clearly demonstrated. From the homogenized samples we obtain for F/10 6 Si

atoms the values: Cl, 1009; C &P, 755; and C;3, 559. These results indicate

a lower solar system abund:mce_ for fluorine than found prev1ously1R-20 )P

6
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and the value we obtain is in good agreement with the solar photuspheric

F abundance.

3.	 Surfac: Studies of Lunar Materials

Since 1969 our group has also exploited the use of nuclear techniques

to investigate a series of problems arising in the analysis of returned lunar

samples. The overall goal of this research is to understand and to sort out

the relative importance of the various mechanisms which influence the chemical

and physical properties of the outer few microns of the lunar surface, viz.,

solar particle implantation and subsequent redistribution, sputtering and

micromoteorite erosion, and depovition from the lunar atmosphere either as

atomic vnpers or as low energy ions formed by ionization of atmospheric

constituents by solar electrons or photons.

The outer micron represents a negligible portion of the mass of the moon.

The justification for research on such an insignificant fraction is that the

outer mic*•^n is the interface between the moon and the rest of the solar

system. Unique processes, such as solar wind implantation and erosion, have

affected this layer and have produced unique materials as far as terrestrial

experience is concerned. The lure that has drawn many of us into th y. analysis

of lunar samples is that the record of over three billion years of solar and

solar system history is held in them. We have the hope that with sufficient

cloierness we can decipher that recording.

3.1. SOLAR WIND HYURoCEN IN LUNAR SAMPLES

By using the resonant nuclear reaction 
IH(19F'Cy)160 

(at the E _
P

872 keV resonance) we have been able to measure the depth profile for hydrogen

r



in the surfaces of lunar samples 23 i 26). Figure b shows a typical result for

l	 a surface chip from an Apollo 16 rock20). Although implantation of solar

wind hydrogen is the most likely original source, the observed profile ex-

tends to a significantly greater depth than would be expected from the direct

implantation of 1 keV solar wind protons. This is in agreement with con-

clusions based on chemical etching experiments for implanted noble gases--7-29).

If solar wind is the source of this hydrogen component s extensive modifica-

tion by diffusion and trapping of hydrogen atoms is implied. If diffusion

rates for hydrogen in terrestrial silicates 3O) are applicable to the lunar

samp _ es ., it appears that bulk volume diffusion would be too rapid to result

in the observed profiles without some sort of trapping to slow down the

diffusion process"). A model in which solar wind hydrogen diffuses ropidly

into ( and out of) the samples with a small remnant of the implanted dose being

retained in radiat i on damage traps seems plausible. The radiation damage is

evidently so heavy in the outer 500 A that few isolated traps remain 3 ^2). At

greater depths intense radiation 6anage ( but below satt:ration) may persist

O

to a depth of -. 2000 A. correspondi.Ig e:tosely with the radiation damage range

of He ions with velocities near those of frequent high velocity (up to

800 kny/ sec) solar wind streams observed in satellite experim•^nts =' ='). The

population of isolated radiation damage traps by diffusing solar wind atoms

may thus result in a depth profile that reflects the distribution of radia-

n

tion damage. A discontinuity in the radiation dranage gradient near ''000 A

may account for the charact-^;ristic bend observed in the measured hydrogen

u

profiles, with the tail of the hydrogen distribution below 2000 A representing

diffusion into a region in which the radiation damage ( due to solar flare

and suprathermal ions) is much less intense.

a
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	 In practice it has proved impossible to extract any detailed information

about solar wind processes from the hydrogen profiles observed; however, there

is an excellent correlation between the observation of a profile like that

in fig. !o and a long lunar surface exposure of that face of the sam-le. Con-

versely, samples that show little imp lanted ( or trapped) hydrogen also have

short exposure ages ( as confirmed, for example, by the density of micro-

meteorite pits in their surfaces).

3.2. FLUORINE LAYERS ON LUNAR cAMPLES

The success of the meteorite work convinced us that we could apply the

F analysis to other planetary problems. The most obvious application involved

a controversy about the moon's history; in addition to the obvious effects of

meteorite impact:, was there any clear - cut evidence of lunar vulcanism? 19F

is virtuall . non-existent in the solar wind, and the bulk concentration of

19F in lunar rocks is quite low ( a few hundred ppm). Since halogens are

frequently a component of terrestrial volcanic gases, the presence of fluorine

surface films on lunar samples a right represent an indication of the surface

deposition of volcanic vapor.

Using the 19F(p,(rr) 160 reaction at the Ep = 87P keV resonance we have

found F surface deposits on Apollo 15 green glass, Apollo 17 orange glass, and

on vesicle (bubble) linings from Apollo 15 basalts. Surface layers of about

10 15 F atoms/cm? were seen on unbroken spheroidal (-. 0.1 mm diameter) surfaces

of the green and orange glasses, where r s thinner (_ le 14F atoms/cm`` ) deposits

were found on vesicle linings 34 ). Figures 5 and 6 show examples taken from

runs on green glass spheres as well as on the lining from a vesicle from an

Apollo 15 rock. " . t can be ronclusively shown that the F deposits are lunar

I	

and not due to fluorocarbon contamination ';s )^ because brown glass fragments



from the same collected sample do not show a F surface peak, and when the

beam is off the vesicle surface the rock does not show a surface F peak.
.^

The presence of vesicles and vugs (bubbles that break through the

surface) in lunar rocks demonstrates the existence of lunar magmatic vapors.

In fact, some of the mare basalts (c.g., 15018 and 15556) are about 50%

vesicles. It is also quite likely that the Apollo 15 green mid Apollo 17

orange glasses were produced by the eruption of such gas-rich lunar magmas3o).

Nothing similar to the green )r orange glass occurs on the earth, probably

because the absence of water and an atmosphere makes a lunar vulcanism

different from on earth. One conjecture about the mechanism is a lava

fountain that sprayed molten glass and vapor into the vacuum; as the small

glass spheres solidified and fell back through the vapor cloud the.t were

coated with the observed volatile chloride, fluoride and sulfide layers").

Exposure to hot water does not remove the F deposits on the green or orange

glasses, which rules out many simple fluoride salts as the chemical form for

the surface films. Direct F fixation in the glass is possible, either by

the action of lunar HF vapor or by hydrolysis of a reactive fluoride laver

upon exposure to the terrestrial atmosphere . ''). These small green and orange

glass balls are probably the most unusual material that was returned from

the moon, and we shall be involved in attempts to understand its specific

origin for a long time.

3.3. SOURCES OF LUNAR CARBON

In our concern with lunar vulcanism and the magmas that resulted from

the large impact craters, it was important to identify the gases that produced

the vesiculation in lunar rocks. By the process of elimination, we became

convinced that the major contribution came from carbon monoxide (CO) f' 4 ), wiiich

led to the problem of understanding the abundance of lunar carbon. The basic

10



difficulty is that we do not understand why there is so little carbon on

the moon; there .. , e three sources (the solar wind, impact of carbonaceous

chondritic meteoritec and indigenous), each of which could easily have

Aupplied as much carbon as is there now. Thus, we needed to investigate the

various sources and loss mechanisms for lunar carbon.

We required a technique that not only has high sensitivity but which also

has sufficient depth resolution to eeparate surface carbon (implanted solar

wind or volcanic vapor deposits) froth carbon in the bulk (indigenous or re-

distributed surface carbon). After several false starts, we found that the

12C(d)p)13C reaction offered the best overall characteristics37).

Figure 7 gives a schematic description of the technique"). The proton

spectrtam is observed; protons that originate near the surface have higher

energies than those, fr)m ► greater depths due to the energy loss o* the incident

deuterons and the protons. With this technique surface carbon layers of

about 10 13 atoms/ cm2 and voltimp concentrations of less than 10 ppm (wt) can

0

be observed; the depth resolution is 	 1000 A (ref. 3e)).

A serious contamination problem arose inanediately; even interior samples

r	 n
from lunar rocks exhibited surface carbon layers of — 10	 atoms/cm	 This

was eventually traced to the adsorption of CO ?t CO 11on the sample surfaces.
L

This occurred even for samples that had been handled exclusively in clean

N,, and transferred without atmospheric exposure into our vacuum system

-10
(_ 10	 torr). After several failures, we found thnt the adsorbed CO or

CO2 could be removed without disturbing the implanted carbon under low

intensity bombardment with a 2 MeV 
19F 

ion beam. Figure 8 shows the result

of 3 control test for a radiation damaged quartz sample. '11his "sputter"

cleaning process works well for both silicate and metallic surfaces; it is

very likely that it involves enhanced desorption rather them sputtering, but

we do not yet understand the mechanism in detail. The removal of carbon

11
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proceeds at a rate that is several orders of magnitude greater than that of

ordinary sputtering.

Recently we have applied the cleaning and %nalysis techniques in the

study of lunar breccius ae), which arty materials formd from fine soil particles

welded together by molten glass from meteoritic impacts. Figure 9 showh a

typical proton spectrum from a breccia sample with the contributions from the

carbon and other elements that affect the line shape. Because the samples

are quite rough at the microscopic level, the spectrum shape is somewhat

different from that of a smooth target. Figure 10 shuws a typical decomposi-

tion of a spectrum (using the standard line Shapes from control samples) into

"surface" and volume components.

Some of the systematic features of the -3amples are beginning to appear;

fig. 11 shows the surface concentration versus volume concentration for a

number of lunar breccias. The surface exposure (probab,- - -om implanted

solar wind carbon) is relatively constant, but the vf-'!ase component is

highly variable. What this probably means is :hat solar wind (and perhaps

meteoritic carbon) are gradually converted into volume carbon as the sail

matures, the approximately constant surface density representing an cqui-

librium that is quickly established (^ log' years). Thus, we have made a

start. on the problem, but now must find a way to separate the surface

contributions from meteorites and solar wind. In addition, it would be

helpful to fitid a way to cstiwate the fraction of carbon that is retained

on the lunar surface after a meteorite impact.

1?
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For the examples presented here, two char.lcteristica of nuclear reactions

have proved to be especially important. The first is selectivity, the ability

to observe a given reaction even though the target nucleus is only a minor

cunacituer.t in a complex material, This selectivity may arise because of a

iarge nuclear reaction cross -iection andfor an easily identified final p-oduct.
a

This selectivity is essential because you hale virtually no control over the

a	 compoeition of the sample being analyzed; one must take what Nature provides.

Tile second characteristic is the depth dependence of some nuclear reac-

tions. This ability to separate contributions to the yield from the sample

surfa-e and the interior permits the identification of contaminants that have

been introduced in either collection or handling. The depth profile has also

been shown to provide information that is necessary for the separation of

contributions from different geological processes, each of which may affect

the surface and bulk concentrations in different ways.

^^, ^^Ackr.o^r,^edgnent^

The work sunm,ari.zed in this paper is based on a decade of -esearch in

our iaboratory that has involved the efforts of colleagues, visitors, and

students. I want to draw special attention to the association with

D. S. Burnett, who has been an equal partner in all the research projects

described. The fact that virtually all the research was related to thesis

proiects has contribu A enormously to its continued vitality; these students

were D. A. Leich, it. H. Goldberg, M. R. Weller and M. Furst. in addition,

the hard-won success in the carbon analyses is due in large part to the

efforts of several vi:;itors; R. 011erhead, C. Filleux, and It. Spear.
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TABLE 1

Average B concentrations in carbonaceous chondrites

Meteorite Type Samples Average B Atomic
Analyzed B/Si

(PI)m ,	 wt) (10'6)

Ivuna 1 3.0 77
Cl

Orgueil 1 1.6 40

Murray 6 1.4 29
C2

Murchison l 1.7 3b

Allende 9 1.0 23
c3-4

Lance ;' 1.5 19
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Fivure_Cwions

Fig. 1. a) The counting cycle for the `B pulsed beam activation measure-

meet. The delays between 0-7 and 30-45 msec are to insure that

the beam is totally deflected. The Y values indicate the number

of counts in the four successive counting intervals after beam

deflection. The decrease from Y 1 to Y4 schematically indicates

the `B decay.

b) An example of an uncorrected decay curve for a meteorite

(Ivuna) sample. Decay time is measured after the start of

interval Y 1 (fig. la).

c) A background corrected decay carve of the data from fig. lb .

n
The corrected activity follows the 20 msec decay of `B.

Fig. 2. This figure shows the results of vacuum-scraping tests tm three

samples from the Murchison meteorite. The data from Sample #1

indicate no contamination.	 Although Sample #3 showed consider-

able surface contamination initially (tile boron concentration

before scraping was 7 ppm) o the relatively constant ultimate

values are within the range of concentrations found for other

samples of this meteorite. The concentrations shown for

Sample #2 are 10-20,X; below she actual values, because these

runs had a slightly higher threshold on the beta detector.

Fig. 3. Measured boron concentration in different pieces of six carbona-

ceous chondrites. X's indicate measurements of homogenized

aliquots of a single specimen. Errors for these samples are

approximately the same as the errors for other samples having

an equivalent B concentration. Reproducib'lity between aliquots
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is good. 1'he relatively small spread between different specimens

Q	 of the same meteorite indicates that our results are not signi-

ficantly influenced by sampling errors.

Fig. 4. Hydrogen concentration versus depth for two Apollo 16 samples:

breccia chip 68815,27 and glass spherule 681-14,3. The apparently

non-zero H content at negative depth ^:.e., in vacuum) is due to

the finite resolution (-r 200 A) of the measurement technique.

68815,27 and 68121+,3 are sealed rock box samples and were not

exposed to the atmosphere.

Fig. 5. Fluorine depth profiles for Apollo 15 samples from 151 27,39. The

circles are plotted on half scale so that the interior fluorine

in the "brown fragments" (about 60 ppm) is more easily seen.

Fig. C. Fluorine depth profiles for a vesicle and a nearby intervesicular

area of 15016,176 (Apollo 15). The vesicle profile shows a surface

enhancement of fluorine while the intervesicular area does not.

Fig. 7. A schematic dravJng of the energy dependence of detected protons

at a lab angle of 160 0 for the reaction 2C(d,po ) 13C. The proton

energy is shown to depend on deuteron energy loss, proton energy

loss, and kinematic factors. Protons emitted from the surface

have the highest energy, whereas protons emitted from depth Ax

have lower energies as given by the equation (dE/dx < 0).

Fig. 8. Upper: A proton pulse height spectrum for quartz glass showing a

contamination carbon surface peak corresponding to CO or CO2*

Lower: The same sample after "sputter-cleaning" with — 1016/cm2

of 2 MeV F ions (ED � 1.07 MeV).
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Fig. 9.	 The raw proton spectrum obtained for Apollo 11 sample 10068.

The smooth curves shown are the proton spectra obtained for

pure targets of ' Mg,	 Al and	 Si that have been normalized

to features characteristic of these nuclides in the spectrum

for 100638. The remaining counts are from the ` C in the

sample. (ED = 1.07 MeV. )

Fig. 10. The points shown correspond to the background-corrected (see

fig. 9) proton spectrum from carbon for Apollo 11 sample

10068,?3. The two cross-hatched regions show how this spectrum

has been decomposed into surface and uniform volume components,

each of which has the distorted shape that is a consequence of

surface roughness. The solid curve through the data is the silm

of the two contributions and has X` a 1.7.

Fig. 11. The measured surface and volume concentrations for carbon for

each sample are compared. It is clear that there is no strong

correlation between surface concentration and volume concentra-

tion for these samples. (Sample numbers beginning with 10 are

from Apollo 11, wish 15 from Apollo 15 ., with 6 from Apollo 16.,

and with 7 from Apollo 17.)
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